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Abstract
Deep Learning Recommender Systems (DLRSs) need to update models at low latency, thus promptly serving new users
and content. Existing DLRSs, however, fail to do so. They
train/validate models offline and broadcast entire models to
global inference clusters. They thus incur significant model
update latency (e.g. dozens of minutes), which adversely affects Service-Level Objectives (SLOs).
This paper describes Ekko, a novel DLRS that enables
low-latency model updates. Its design idea is to allow model
updates to be immediately disseminated to all inference clusters, thus bypassing long-latency model checkpoint, validation and broadcast. To realise this idea, we first design an
efficient peer-to-peer model update dissemination algorithm.
This algorithm exploits the sparsity and temporal locality in
updating DLRS models to improve the throughput and latency of updating models. Further, Ekko has a model update
scheduler that can prioritise, over busy networks, the sending
of model updates that can largely affect SLOs. Finally, Ekko
has an inference model state manager which monitors the
SLOs of inference models and rollbacks the models if SLOdetrimental biased updates are detected. Evaluation results
show that Ekko is orders of magnitude faster than state-ofthe-art DLRS systems. Ekko has been deployed in production
for more than one year, serves over a billion users daily and
reduces the model update latency compared to state-of-the-art
systems from dozens of minutes to 2.4 seconds.

1

Introduction

Deep Learning Recommender Systems (DLRSs) are a key
infrastructure in large technology organisations such as
Meta [54], ByteDance [23], Google [15] and NVIDIA [56].
A DLRS often contains a large group of parameter servers
that host numerous Machine Learning (ML) models (i.e. embedding tables [10, 26, 54] and deep neural networks [18]).
The parameter servers are replicated in geo-distributed data
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centres for fault-tolerance and low-latency communication
with clients. Each data centre has a group of inference servers
which pull models from local parameter servers and serve
clients with recommendation results. To ensure new users and
content can be served promptly, a DLRS must update ML
models continuously: it first uses training servers to collect
new training data and compute model gradients. It then uses
parameter servers to disseminate model updates to model
replicas, usually through a Wide-Area Network (WAN).
Large-scale DLRSs need to serve billions of users [15,
23, 54] and they must achieve latency-related Service-Level
Objectives (SLOs) [49], e.g. the latency of making a newly
created content available to users. To best achieve SLOs, the
operators of DLRSs have emerging requirements for achieving low latency in updating models. There are several reasons
for this: (i) recent DLRS applications (e.g. YouTube [24]
or TikTok [8]) have enabled users to create massive short
videos, articles and images. All these contents need to be
made available for clients as soon as possible, usually in minutes if not seconds; (ii) data protection laws (e.g. GDPR [60])
allow DLRS users to become anonymous. The behaviours of
anonymous users need to be learnt online; (iii) numerous online ML models (e.g. reinforcement learning [74]) have been
adopted in production to improve recommendation quality.
These models must be continuously updated online to achieve
the best possible performance.
Unfortunately, achieving low-latency model updates is extremely difficult in existing DLRSs. Existing systems such
as Merlin [56], TFRA [66], Check-N-Run [21] and BigGraph [39] follow an offline approach to updating models:
after having collected new training data, these systems compute gradients for models offline, validate model checkpoints,
and broadcast the checkpoints to all data centres. Such a
model update process can take minutes and even hours [21].
An alternative approach is to use WAN-optimised ML systems [28] or federated learning systems [37]. These systems
update replicated models using locally collected data and
lazily synchronise replicas. The lazy synchronisation, however, introduces a non-trivial level of asynchrony, which often
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adversely affects the achievement of SLOs [28, 42].
We want to explore a DLRS design that can achieve lowlatency model updates without compromising SLOs. Our key
idea is to allow training servers to update models (using gradients) online and immediately disseminate model updates
to all inference clusters. This design allows us to bypass
long-latency update steps, including offline training, model
checkpoint, validation and broadcast, thereby reducing model
update latency. To make this design feasible, we need to address several challenges: (i) how to efficiently disseminate
massive model updates over WANs which have limited bandwidths and heterogeneous network paths [28]; (ii) how to
protect SLOs from network congestion that can delay critical
updates; and (iii) how to protect SLOs from biased model
updates that are detrimental to model accuracy.
This paper introduces Ekko, a novel large-scale DLRS that
updates globally replicated models at low latency. The design
of Ekko makes several key contributions:
(1) Efficient peer-to-peer model updates dissemination.
Existing parameter servers often adopt primary-backup data
replication protocols [11, 41, 67] to realise model updates.
With massive model updates, however, primary-backup protocols exhibit insufficient scalability due to long update latency [67] and leader bottlenecks [2].
To address these issues, we explore how to enable Peerto-Peer (P2P) [20] model update dissemination. We design
an efficient log-less state-based synchronisation algorithm
for geo-distributed DLRSs (see §4). This algorithm is effective in DLRSs because model updates often hit hot parameters [21], and it only transfers the latest version of a model
parameter (i.e. state). Ekko must allow parameter servers to
efficiently discover the differences of model states in a P2P
manner. To this end, we design (i) model update caches that allow parameter servers to efficiently track and compare model
states, (ii) shard versions that can significantly reduce network
bandwidth consumption when comparing model states, and
(iii) WAN-optimised dissemination topologies that allow parameter servers to prioritise bandwidth-affluent intra-DC network paths over bandwidth-limited inter-DC network paths.
(2) SLO protection mechanisms. Ekko allows model updates
to reach inference clusters without offline model validation.
Such a design can make SLOs (particularly those related to the
freshness and quality of recommendation results) vulnerable
to network congestion and biased updates, both possible in
production environments.
To handle network congestion, we design an SLO-aware
model update scheduler (see §5). This scheduler computes
metrics, including the update freshness priority, the update
significance priority and the model priority. These metrics
predict the impact of model updates on the inference SLOs.
The scheduler computes a priority for each model update
online based on these metrics. We integrate the scheduler
into parameter servers without changing the decentralised
architecture of the P2P model update dissemination in Ekko.
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Ekko handles biased updates using a novel inference model
state manager. This manager creates a baseline model for
each group of inference models. This baseline model receives
a small amount of user traffic and serves as the ground truth
to the inference model. The manager continuously monitors
the quality-related SLOs for baseline and inference models.
When biased model updates corrupt the state of the inference
model, the manager notifies witness servers to roll back the
model to a healthy state.
We evaluate Ekko using both test-bed and large-scale production clusters (see §6). Test-bed experimental results show that
Ekko reduces the model update latency by up to 7× compared
to state-of-the-art parameter servers, namely Adam [11]. We
further run large-scale production experiments with 40 TB
models and over 4,600 servers spread across geo-distributed
regions. Experimental results show that Ekko disseminates
updates in 2.4 seconds while executing 1 billion updates per
second (i.e. 212 GB/s). Ekko only uses 3.0% of the total
network bandwidth for synchronisation, leaving the rest for
training and inference. This second-level latency performance
is orders of magnitude faster than the minute-level latency
(i.e. 5 minutes [69]) achieved by state-of-the-art DLRS infrastructures (e.g. TFRA [66] and Check-N-Run [21]).

2

Low-Latency Model Updates in DLRSs

In this section, we introduce DLRSs and their algorithms
for updating models. We then describe their Service-Level
Objectives (SLOs) that can benefit from reducing the latency
of updating models. Finally, we discuss the system challenges
associated with realising low-latency model updates.

2.1

DLRSs and model updates

Most technology organisations adopt DLRSs following a system architecture shown in Figure 1. A DLRS often serves
clients distributed across the globe ( 1 ). To minimise serving
latency, DLRS models (i.e. embedding tables [10, 26, 54] and
deep neural networks [18]) are geo-replicated in multiple data
centres. When a client’s request arrives, an inference server
pulls the model parameters from local parameter servers and
infers over this model to answer the request.
Data pipelines collect training data (e.g. new content and
user activities) from clients at run-time. The collected data
reach training servers in a data centre ( 2 ). The training servers
use optimisers [33] to compute gradients that correct corresponding models. All updated models (usually 100s - 1,000s)
are persisted as checkpoints ( 3 ). The checkpoints are first
validated, and only those that can improve SLOs are disseminated to the parameter servers in inference-oriented data
centres over a WAN ( 4 ), finishing the model update process.
In practice, the latency of updating a DLRS model comprises the time of computing model updates and disseminat-
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Figure 1: A typical DLRS architecture.
ing the updates to global data centres. This latency definition
presumes that we have used low-latency message queues,
e.g. Kafka [36], to accelerate the training data ingestion. Recent DLRSs, e.g. NVIDIA Merlin [56] and Meta Check-NRun [21], report minute-level and hour-level latencies in updating models. Suppose we want to update a DLRS model
with a large embedding table (often several TB in size). In
this case, it can take tens of minutes to persist this model as
a checkpoint and validate the model. It takes another dozen
minutes to disseminate this model over a WAN (assuming
this WAN provides several Gbps bandwidth [72]).

2.2

Reasons for low-latency model updates

DLRSs need to achieve numerous SLOs (usually related to
the freshness and quality of recommendation results). Take a
short-video recommendation service (e.g. TikTok) as an example. The DLRS model accuracy determines this service’s
quality SLOs. The time of making freshly made videos accessible to users decides this service’s freshness SLOs.
In real-world DLRSs, we observe that SLOs often depend
on the latency of finishing model updates, making low-latency
model updates a critical system requirement. There are several
reasons for this:
(1) Massive new content created in a short time. Global
DLRSs, e.g. YouTube [24], TikTok [8] and Instagram [22],
often serve billions of users, and they allow users to create
massive content quickly. The DLRSs need to quickly incorporate the created content into recommendation results — by
updating their models at low latency — otherwise affecting
user engagement.
(2) Increasing anonymous users. Data protection laws (e.g.
GDPR [60]) have forbidden many DLRSs from tracking user
activities. As a result, such a DLRS can have anonymous users
yet unknown to the recommendation models, even though
these users have used the same service before. A DLRS thus
must quickly react to the online activities of anonymous users,
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thus meeting their recommendation requirements. Such a
quick reaction depends on low-latency model updates.
(3) Increasing online recommendation models. DLRSs
have increasing online ML models, e.g. those using reinforcement learning [74] and continual learning [69]. These
models improve recommendation quality. They need to collect training data from online user activities, and they thus
must continuously update model parameters at low latency.

2.3

Our key idea and associated challenges

We want to explore how to achieve low latency in updating
DLRS models. Our observation is that the update latency
is accumulated mainly due to several offline steps: model
training, validation and broadcast. Suppose we bypass these
offline steps and allow updated models to be disseminated
to the inference clusters directly. In that case, we can vastly
reduce the steps for updating models, thus achieving low
latency. To realise such a design, however, we must address
several challenges:
(1) Lack of efficient algorithms for disseminating massive
model updates. A real-world DLRS often has a large number
of models (e.g. usually 100s - 1,000s). It needs to update
many of these models online. These models comprise those
on a multi-stage recommendation pipeline [10, 15] and those
for A/B tests [69]. These models often cost 10s of TB memory. They have the requirement to complete massive model
updates online (e.g. 100s of GB per second).
Suppose we use conventional data replication protocols, e.g.
chain replication [41] and two-phase commit [11]. These protocols target generic data replication. They lack mechanisms
to coordinate ML model updates (which may exhibit different
impacts on inference SLOs) over a bandwidth-limited network (i.e. WAN). Furthermore, these conventional protocols
suffer from leader bottlenecks. They also incur long update
latency caused by the heterogeneous WAN paths and network
stragglers. As a result, these protocols are ill-suited to meet
our high-throughput, low-latency requirements. Alternatively,
we could use geo-replication protocols [72]. These protocols,
however, cannot handle the failures of servers in the training data centres, making them unable to meet our system
availability requirement.
We also considered network-efficient distributed ML systems, e.g. Gaia [28] and Google Federated [35]. These systems [7, 28, 35, 37, 46] allow models to be trained independently in each data centre, thus improving the throughput and
latency of updating models. They, however, lazily synchronise
their states and therefore incur stale model states [47], which
can adversely affect recommendation quality. As a result, the
loosely synchronised distributed ML systems cannot meet our
model accuracy requirement.
(2) Lack of mechanisms for protecting SLOs. Enabling
online model updates in a DLRS poses challenges to SLOs.
Such a DLRS can have model updates competing for network
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Figure 2: Ekko architecture overview.

bandwidth, delaying critical updates (e.g. those that significantly affect model accuracy or bring new items online). Even
though there are systems that schedule the sending of model
gradients [6], these systems target training clusters. As a result, they prioritise model updates based on gradients [6, 28]
and lack awareness of how those updates will affect the SLOs
of inference models.
Online model updates can be even detrimental. Since online updates are often computed based on a small batch of
data (collected in a short time window: seconds or minutes),
they often contain noise [34]. When updates become particularly noisy, they become detrimental to inference SLOs
(i.e. decrease the accuracy of inference models). To handle
this, existing model serving systems, e.g. Clipper [16] and
Clockwork [25], use offline model validation, which averages model updates accumulated for an extended period (e.g.
hours). Other model serving systems, e.g. Google TFRA [66],
track the SLO metrics of inference models, and they reload
checkpoints when SLOs are deteriorating. Such a design,
however, is challenging to implement in DLRSs. Giant DLRS
models (e.g. recommendation-oriented transformers [18]) are
increasingly common. Reloading these models affect the availability of services.

3

Ekko System Architecture

This paper introduces Ekko, a novel DLRS system that enables low-latency model updates. In this section, we describe
the system model of Ekko and present an overview that highlights the novel components in Ekko.

3.1

System model

Ekko is a geo-distributed DLRS. It updates models in a central data centre. It then disseminates updated models to geodistributed data centres close to global users (i.e. clients).
Ekko represents models as key-value pairs, and it partitions
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the models into shards (e.g. 100,000 in our production environment). It stores model shards in key-value stores (named
as a parameter store in Ekko). The parameter stores assign
key-value pairs to shards through hashing. The model size
can change over time since the model often incorporates new
items and feature expiration online [32].
Ekko directs parameter requests to model shards using
software-based routers. The routers designate parameter
servers in the training DC as the primaries for model shards.
They also ensure that the choice of primaries can balance the
workload of parameter requests. The implementation of the
routers follows typical key-value stores and databases [38].
We omit the details of the router implementation in this paper.
In the routers, there are shard managers which can handle
resource overload, fault domains [55] and copyset issues [12].
Different from conventional shard managers, Ekko’s shard
managers realise several DLRS-specific optimisations: (i) To
amortise request processing overhead, Ekko batches concurrent inference requests for the same model [16]. Batched
requests, however, can query a large number (e.g. 1000s) of
parameters on different parameter servers, resulting in longtail query latency [19]. To prevent long-tail latency, Ekko
limits the number of servers assigned to a model’s shards;
(ii) Ekko supports multiple DLRS applications which require
performance isolation. It maps the shards of different applications to different servers. Therefore, the spike of requesting
the shards of an application will not affect the shards of other
applications.

3.2

Architecture overview

We highlight the novel designs in Ekko in Figure 2. As we
can see, Ekko enables parameter servers to achieve efficient
peer-to-peer model updates ( 1 ) (see §4). The P2P model
update algorithm prevents the central training data centre
from broadcasting updated models. Instead, it uses all network paths inside and across data centres (those solid lines
in the figure), thus achieving high throughput in disseminating model updates. Without using a central coordinator, each
data centre can independently choose optimised intervals that
synchronise model updates.
Ekko supports concurrent dissemination of massive model
updates. These updates can compete for network resources,
delaying the updates that largely benefit SLOs. To handle this,
Ekko relies on an SLO-aware model update scheduler ( 2 )
(see §5.2). This scheduler predicts how each model update
will affect inference results. The prediction results facilitate
the computation of the priority of each model update. Based
on the priority, Ekko coordinates which model updates to
disseminate first at the training data centre, thus improving
the overall satisfaction of the SLOs on inference servers.
Ekko can protect inference servers from being affected by
detrimental model updates. To achieve this, it has a model
state manager ( 3 ) (see §5.3) running in the inference clusters.
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This model state manager monitors SLO-related metrics of
inference models. Suppose an inference model shows downgraded performance (caused by online updates). In that case,
the manager rollbacks the model’s state to a better-performing
one, thus recovering the performance of the inference model.

4

Efficient Peer-to-Peer Model Update

This section introduces the efficient P2P model update mechanism in Ekko. To enable P2P model update in parameter
servers, the design of Ekko achieves the following goals:
• Ekko needs to coordinate a large number (e.g. thousands)
of parameter servers (deployed across the globe) to finish
model updates. To avoid stragglers (which can be caused
by slow networks), we design log-less synchronisation
for the parameter servers in Ekko (§4.3).
• As a shared DLRS, Ekko needs to host thousands of
models. These models can generate massive (e.g. billions
per second) updates online. To support this, Ekko enables
parameter servers to efficiently discover model updates
through peers and pull updates without using excessive
computation and network resources (§4.4).
• Ekko needs to support geo-distributed deployments,
which often involve heterogeneous network paths across
WANs and server/network failures. To support this, Ekko
has system designs that improve the throughput/latency
of sending model updates over a WAN and tolerate
server/network failures (§4.5).
In the following, we give an overview of the P2P model
update mechanism and describe its implementation in detail.

4.1

Model update overview

Figure 3 highlights the components and steps involved in a
model update in Ekko. Suppose that we want to synchronise a
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shard (denoted by shard 1) between two replicas (denoted by
replica 1 and replica 2). Similar to all other shards, shard 1 has
a (i) shard knowledge which summarises parameter updates,
and (ii) an update cache that tracks recent model updates
based on parameter versions. Each shard also associates a
shard version which tells if this shard potentially has parameters to synchronise. The shard knowledge, update cache and
shard version together accelerate parameter synchronisation
among parameter servers.
To finish a model update, replica 2 requests the recently
modified shard versions from replica 1 ( 1 ). Once receiving
the request, replica 1 returns a list of recently modified shard
versions ( 2 ). Replica 2 then compares all shard versions of
replica 1 with its local shard versions and then sends related
shard knowledge to replica 1 ( 3 ). Finally, replica 1 sends all
updated parameters to replica 2 ( 4 ). Following these steps,
Ekko can ensure that model updates are eventually disseminated to all replicas at low latency (i.e. eventual consistency).
We find eventual consistency acceptable in real-world
DLRSs. Even though DNN replicas may diverge in a small
time window, they often exhibit close (even often identical) inference results [11]. This is because DNNs often use floatingpoint numbers to represent model parameters, and therefore,
DNN replicas make close predictions even though there is a
slight difference in the values of their local parameters.

4.2

Parameter versions in DLRSs

To track the state of model parameters, Ekko assigns each
key-value pair (i.e. the storage format of a model parameter)
with a parameter version defined below:
Definition 1 (Parameter Version). A Parameter Version v
is a pair (t, id) that consists of a timestamp t and an id
uniquely identifying a replica. The timestamp t is generated
based on the time range provided by modern physical time
sources [14, 43]. Ekko makes sure t increases monotonically
in each replica and pads the physical timestamp with a counter
to make sure any two updates that originate from a single
replica do not share the same timestamp. We define the total
order of Parameter Versions:
v1 ≥ v2 ⇐⇒ (t1 > t2 ) | ((t1 = t2 ) ∧ (id1 ≥ id2 ))
A parameter with a larger Parameter Version supersedes another during conflict resolution [62].
In Ekko, it is worth noting that the timestamp is based
on a real-time clock instead of a logical clock (which is often used in key-value stores and storage services). We find
such a design effective in distributed DLRSs for a reason: a
DLRS has embedding tables where parameters are sparsely
updated. Suppose there is an embedding’s parameter in a
primary replica and this parameter has a significant update
count, but the primary does not disseminate this parameter
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before it fails. When this primary recovers, the counter can
overwrite the current primary with a small update count. Such
an overwrite can adversely affect recommendation quality
because the overwritten primary can have a newer parameter (updated by recently collected training data), leading to
better recommendation results. Hence a logical counter is not
sufficient to resolve conflicts in distributed DLRSs.

F

a result, VVr2 (which is the result of VVr VVk ) does not necessarily equal VVr1 . (ii) The synchronisation process omits all
superseded versions of an updated parameter in failure-free
scenarios where the requests for updating a parameter are
always routed to the same primary. We find these failure-free
scenarios common in our production environments.

4.4
4.3

Log-less parameter synchronisation

Once version numbers have been assigned to parameters,
Ekko needs to decide how to synchronise the different replicas.
We observe that a DLRS often overwrites parameters and only
the last write decides the state of a parameter. We therefore
decide to send the last version of parameters.
Ekko needs to decide the interval of synchronising replicas.
We could use log-based synchronisation algorithms [9, 11]:
these algorithms choose synchronisation intervals so that
model updates can be sent at the rates that do not exceed
the bandwidth on the slowest links in a network. These algorithms, however, cause the under-utilisation of many network
links. More importantly, it results in stragglers which can
significantly increase the latency of synchronisation, making
parameter servers more likely to have stale states when they
recover from failures. Hence, we want to realise log-less parameter synchronisation in parameter servers so that these
servers can dynamically choose synchronisation intervals
with their peers according to the bandwidth on each link.
Shard knowledge in parameter servers. We propose to use
shard knowledge [50, 51] to realise log-less parameter synchronisation. More formally, in each replica, all its shards
maintain a corresponding shard knowledge. The shard knowledge, implemented using version vectors [58], summarises
the parameter updates they have learnt. Shard data (associated with the shard knowledge VVshard ) reflect the state of an
empty shard applying all historical parameter updates originating from each replica r, where the update corresponding
parameter version v ≤ VVshard [r]. Suppose there is an update
for the parameter p to be processed in replica r. To maintain shard knowledge, this replica generates a new parameter
version v p = (t, id) and sets VVshard [id] = v p .
Shard synchronisation process. To synchronise a shard,
replica r sends its shard knowledge VVr1 to a selected replica
s. Replica s records its current shard knowledge VVs — that is,
it atomically reads out VVs and selects from its store all parameters p whose parameter version v p = (t p , id p ) > VVr1 [id p ]
— and responds to r with VVs . Then, r atomically applies all
parameter updates based on the response from s, and further
merges VVs with its current shard knowledge VVr2 .
There are several considerations to note in the synchronisation process: (i) When replica r synchronises with replica
s, r could have concurrent synchronisation operations with
another replica (denoted as replica k). These operations can
complete before r finishes processing the response from s. As
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Making synchronisation efficient

Ekko must ensure parameter synchronisation have negligible
performance overheads on parameter servers. Otherwise, synchronisation can consume excessive computation and communication resources, affecting parameter servers’ performance
in serving model inference and training requests. In the following, we discuss how to make parameter synchronisation
efficient through parameter update caches (which reduce computation costs) and shard versions (which reduce communication costs).
4.4.1

Parameter update caches

Since a shard can have a large number of parameters, naively
iterating all parameters to answer a synchronisation request
incurs substantial computation costs. Even though we could
use an index to accelerate the parameter iteration, maintaining
such an index costs tremendous memory resources, which are
difficult to provision on parameter servers.
We design parameter update caches to reduce the computation cost of parameter synchronisation. The design of such
caches exploits the sparsity and temporal locality we often
observe in DLRSs [21]. Unlike dense DNN training systems
where the entire models are updated every iteration, a DLRS
updates a subset of its parameters (i.e. sparsity). For example,
in our production DLRSs, 3.08% of its parameters are updated per hour. Further, model updates are often overwriting
certain parameters (i.e. temporal locality) in a time window.
This is because a DLRS often has trendy items and users, and
their parameter updates dominate in a short period.
More specifically, a parameter update cache contains pointers to recently updated parameters. It exploits a Dominator
Version Vector (denoted as DVV ) to judge whether to hit the
cache when a synchronisation request arrives.
Cache maintenance algorithm. The maintenance of
the cache guarantees two invariants: (i) for all parameters puncached existing in a shard but not in the cache,
DVV [id puncached ] ≥ v puncached ; (ii) for all cached parameters
pcached , DVV [id pcached ] < v pcached .
Algorithm 1 describes the maintenance of the parameter
update cache in Ekko. The maintenance relies on the estimated update propagation time D prop . Consider the function
of updating the cache: UpdateCache (line 1). t pruneto is a
timestamp that describes DVVproposed – a version vector that
judges whether a parameter should be pruned. For every modification request, the cache records a pointer to that parameter
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Algorithm 1: Update Cache Maintenance using D prop
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Function UpdateCache(p):
if v p .t ≤ t pruneto then
DVV.Merge(v p );
else
cache.Add(p);
end
Function PruneCache():
t pruneto ← max(t pruneto ,tnow − D prop );
for p ∈ cache do
if v p .t ≤ t pruneto then
cache.Erase(p);
DVV.Merge(v p );
end
end

if the parameter version v p = (t p , id p ) of the modified parameter p is larger than DVVproposed [id p ] (line 5). Otherwise, the
cache merges the parameter version with DVV (line 3).
Consider the function of pruning a parameter pointer:
PruneCache (line 7). This function takes D prop , which essentially allows Ekko to exploit online observations towards
cache hit rates to guide cache pruning operations. Suppose
we want to prune parameter pointers when the cache size has
grown beyond a limit. In that case, the cache first determines
′
DVVproposed
, which strictly dominates DVVproposed (line 8). It
′
then removes parameter pointers dominated by DVVproposed
(line 11). Eventually, the cache updates DVV by merging it
with parameter versions of pruned parameters (line 12). By
doing so, Ekko achieves adaptive management of the cache
size, reducing its memory footprint.
Cache hit analysis. We analyse when parameter updates hit
the cache. Suppose replica s receives the synchronisation
request from replica r which holds the shard knowledge VVr .
If VVr dominates DVVs , the request hits the cache and its
subsequent operations (e.g. selecting a parameter) only touch
the parameters in the cache.
Ekko ensures that the use of the update cache does not
affect the eventual consistency property of log-less parameter
synchronisation: the synchronisation process needs to select
out parameters p in s where v p > VVr [id p ]. Because the update
cache holds the invariant that DVVs [id puncached ] ≥ v puncached and
VVr dominates DVVs , the process selects out the same set of
parameters as the previous algorithm.
The parameter update caches are particularly effective in
reducing the cost of selecting parameters. According to the
traces of the caches deployed in our production environments,
99.4% of the synchronisation requests can hit the caches,
leading to a 99% reduction in the cost of selecting parameters.
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4.4.2

Shard versions

We introduce shard versions to reduce network costs in synchronising replicas. Shard versions capture partial causality
relationships of shard data on replicas, and they are much
smaller than version vectors. We can allow the replicas to
book-keep shard version lists where each list is associated
with a neighbour replica. By doing this, replicas can identify potentially updated shards by exchanging and comparing
shard version lists. Formally, we define shard versions as:
Definition 2 (Shard Version). A shard version sv = (c, id) is
a pair consisting of a counter c, which is monotonically incremented in each shard of each replica, and an id identifying
the replica that generates this version. sv1 ⪰ sv2 of a same
shard s if and only if id1 = id2 and c1 ≥ c2 .
Shard version maintenance. On initialisation, each replica
generates shard versions for its shards. It later generates a
new shard version when a training worker issues a parameter
update. Since each shard has a primary replica, there is a
single replica generating shard versions in normal cases.
Once receiving a synchronisation request, the responder
replica, denoted as s, replies its shard version: svs together
with VVs and updated parameters. Once having this reply, the
requester replica, denoted as r, finishes the following operations in an atomic manner: it (1) merges its shard knowledge
VVr with the received VVs (The merging result is denoted as
VVr′ ), and (2) it updates its shard version sv′r to be svs when
VVr′ = VVs ; Otherwise, replica r generates a new shard version if VVr′ ̸= VVr . Note that: when VVr equals VVs , to avoid
livelock, Ekko will choose a shard version from s and r following deterministic rules (e.g. choosing the shard version
which exhibits a larger numerical value).
We implement book-keeping techniques [51] which maintain the shard version lists associated with different replicas.
By applying both shard versions and book-keeping, Ekko can
effectively reduce synchronisation-oriented network traffic.
For example, in one of our production DLRSs, Ekko filters
out 98% of shards in synchronisation.
Synchronisation with shard versions. We discuss how shard
versions facilitate synchronisation. Ekko maintains the invariant sv1 ⪰ sv2 only if shard knowledge VV1 dominates VV2
for the same shard s. Thus replica r needs to synchronise a
shard with replica s only if svr ⪰̸ svs . Furthermore, consider
different replicas which have comparable shard versions for
the same shard. Ekko prefers to synchronise with the one
with the largest shard version because larger shard versions
indicate a more refreshed version of parameters.

4.5

Implementation details

WAN optimisation. Ekko targets geo-distributed deployments, which comprise multiple intra-DC networks and an
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inter-DC WAN. To improve its performance with such deployments, Ekko uses a WAN-optimised model update dissemination strategy. This strategy constructs a flexible communication topology for P2P synchronisation. It lets each DC
elect a local leader for each shard using Zookeeper [31]. The
leaders pull model updates from other DCs while other replicas pull updates from this leader. By doing so, Ekko allows
a large proportion of synchronisation traffic to go through
bandwidth affluent intra-DC networks and only a small of
synchronisation traffic to go over WANs. Note that the implementation of the parameter synchronisation does not require a
specific communication topology. Ekko can use other overlay
topologies to improve synchronisation performance.
Failure tolerance. Ekko uses the request routers to tolerate failures. The routers decide the routes of client requests,
and they detect the healthiness of replicas using heartbeats.
Suppose a router speculates a replica failure (either fail-stop
or fail-slow [30]). In that case, it prevents clients (inference
servers and training servers) from requesting that replica. It
also tracks the shard knowledge of replicas in the cluster. If a
previously suspected failed replica recovers and sends heartbeats to the router, the router will instruct that replica to catch
up with a sufficiently updated replica in the cluster. When
the catching-up finishes, the router directs client requests to
that replica. If a replica loses its state, it re-joins the cluster with a new id. Training servers stop sending parameter
updates if they cannot contact the router for a given period,
which achieves best-effort protection of model parameters
from divergence in the case of having network partitions [5].

5

SLO Protection Mechanisms

Ekko allows model updates to reach parameter servers in inference clusters directly. This, however, raises two challenges
for the SLOs of recommendation services: (i) network congestion can cause critical model updates to be delayed, and
(ii) model updates based on a small batch of biased data can
have detrimental impacts on inference results.
This section introduces mechanisms that protect inference
SLOs from network congestion and biased updates. We first
define the SLOs (see §5.1), describe an SLO-aware model
update scheduler (see §5.2), and discuss an inference model
state manager that handles biased updates (see §5.3).

5.1

SLOs in a DLRS

User embeddings
User
request

Recommendation
result

…

Item 1

Item embeddings

…

DNNs

Item 2

…

Item N

Figure 4: Overview of the inference process in Ekko.

sufficiently engaged; otherwise, they leave the recommendation applications due to the loss of interest. Improving the freshness SLOs usually leads to a better user
experience. Also, new content will have better exposure,
securing the prosperity of DLRSs.
• Quality SLOs measure user experience and engagement.
They have immediate impacts on the profitability of a
DLRS. Examples of such objectives include the number
of viewed videos and user watching time.
Figure 4 describes how an inference server affects the freshness and quality SLOs. Once receiving a request, the inference
server selects related user and item embeddings. It then aggregates the embeddings and sends an aggregated embedding to
a DNN that returns the scores for recommendation items. The
DLRS finally returns a list of items sorted by the scores. In
this case, the freshness SLO is measured based on the latest
timestamp of the recommended items (Ideally, this timestamp
should be as close to the current time as possible). The quality
SLO can be measured based on the viewing time of the items
and how many items are clicked. In practice, Ekko maintains a large number of freshness and quality SLOs online.
The implementations of such SLOs are contributed by DLRS
application developers.

5.2

SLO-aware model update scheduler

Ekko prevents both freshness and quality SLOs from being
affected by network congestion. This is achieved by an SLOaware model update scheduler and an integration of this scheduler into P2P model update dissemination.
5.2.1

SLO-aware priorities for model updates

A DLRS has two major types of SLOs:
• Freshness SLOs measure the latency of including new
content and users in model inference. They are vital for
recommendation services, especially those interacting
with users in real-time, e.g. TikTok and YouTube. For
example, such services often need to capture the interests of new users in a timely manner so that they are
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Ekko computes a set of priorities in scheduling model updates:
Update freshness priority. Ekko computes an update freshness priority pu . This priority is designed based on the following observation. If a parameter has been created recently, it
has a high priority; otherwise, it has a relatively lower priority.
The reason for this is that newly created parameters have more
significant impacts on inference results than those served for
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an extended period. Suppose a user’s embedding is unavailable in the inference server, but her request has arrived. In this
case, the DLRS cannot answer this request, compromising
quality SLOs. Another case is that if the embedding table
does not include an item on the inference servers, the DLRS
will not recommend this item, compromising freshness SLOs.
Update significance priority. Ekko computes an update significance priority pg for each model update based on its gradient g. This priority is initially inspired by studies which
showed how the gradient magnitude |g| affects the inference
results of a DNN [6, 28]. However, naively adopting the gradient magnitude is insufficient in Ekko. As a shared DLRS,
Ekko multiplexes the updates from different models on a
shared network. As a result, Ekko must have ways to compare
gradient magnitudes that have different distributions. Therefore, we define pg = |g|/|g|, where |g| denotes the 1-norm of
g and |g| denotes the average gradient magnitude of recent
model updates. Intuitively, this definition normalises gradient
magnitudes, thus making them comparable.
Model priority. In a DLRS, models often receive inference
requests at different rates, indicating their varied importance
in measuring the overall satisfaction of SLOs. To consider this,
Ekko allows the models that handle the majority of requests
to be assigned with higher priorities compared to those that
rarely receive requests. To this end, we define the model
priority as pm = cm / ∑M
i=1 ci , where cm is the request count of
model m and ∑M
i=1 ci denotes the total request count of all M
models.
Combining priorities. We combine all the above priorities
to compute the overall priority p of a model update as below:
p = (pg + pu ) pm
where the significance priority pg and the freshness priority
pu have both been normalised so that they can be summed up.
The sum is multiplied by the model priority pm .
Note that Ekko does not require its users only to use the
above priorities. Some Ekko users have custom priority definitions, including update count, update interval and the positions
of parameters in embedding tables. These custom priorities
are specific to certain DLRS workloads [69], and they are
not generic enough to be included in a default setting. Ekko
accommodates these custom priorities by supporting UserDefined-Functions (UDFs) in defining priorities.
5.2.2

Scheduler implementation

The model update scheduler computes the priority for each
update once it is produced. It needs to ensure the cost of priority computation is negligible; otherwise, it can become a
bottleneck in model updates. To achieve this, the scheduler
offloads the maintenance of priority-related statistics (e.g. |g|
and pm for each model m) to a background thread. Moreover,
to bound memory cost, it uses a quantile sketch (e.g. DDSketch [52]) that computes the k percentile priority pk in a time
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Algorithm 2: Priority-based synchronisation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

Function UpdateSVV(SVVother ):
SVV.Merge(SVVother );
T SVV.Merge(SVV );
Function WriteStoreParameter(p):
W riteI fVersionLarger(store, p);
EraseI fVersionNotSmaller(storesigni f icant , p);
Function OnRecvPrioritisedSync(T SVVother ):
reply.T SVV ←ST SVV ;
for p ∈ (store storesigni f icant ) do
if not T SVVother .Dominate(p.sigv) then
reply.parameters.Add(p);
end
end
return reply;
Function PrioritisedSync():
reply ← OnRecvPrioritisedSyncother (T SVV );
for p ∈ reply.parameters do
S
if VersionLarger(store storesigni f icant , p)
then
storesigni f icant [p.name] ← p;
end
end
T SVV.Merge(reply.T SVV )

window, where k is a ratio set by algorithm managers. Ekko
executes user-defined priority computation using WebAssembly [27] to achieve efficient isolation among UDFs.
Integrating schedulers into parameter servers. To achieve
the promise of priority scheduling, we must have ways of
integrating the schedulers into the parameter servers which
have enabled log-less P2P synchronisation. To this end, we
propose the significant version, denoted as sigv, for each parameter and the significant knowledge SVV for each shard.
Moreover, Ekko assigns each shard with a transient significant
parameter store storesigni f icant and a corresponding transient
significant knowledge T SVV to enable P2P synchronisation
with priority scheduling.
Algorithm 2 describes the log-less P2P synchronisation
augmented with priority schedulers. Suppose we have a model
update from a replica. In this case, Ekko calculates p. If
p ≥ pk , Ekko sets sigv = v, where v is the parameter version of
this update; otherwise, sigv remains unchanged. Then, Ekko
uses sigv to construct SVVother and call the U PDATE SVV
function (line 1). In the case that Ekko does not apply priorities in synchronisation, replicas exchange SVV and execute
the U PDATE SVV function. On writing parameters into the
persistent parameter store, Ekko prunes superseded parameters by executing the W RITE S TORE PARAMETER function
(line 4). Note that replicas estimate how long the model updates to reach themselves. Hence, when network congestion
occurs, servers will have update time-outs. In this case, Ekko
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uses the P RIORITISED S YNC function (line 15) that triggers
priority schedulers in synchronisation. Once receiving requests, replicas prefer to return parameters in significant parameter stores.

Model State Manager
Quality SLOs

Decide model state:

Baseline
Healthy

5.3

Corrupted

Inference model state manager

Ekko uses an inference model state manager to protect SLOs
from detrimental model updates. This manager monitors inference models’ healthiness (i.e. quality SLOs) and conducts
low-latency model state rollback on demand.

Uncertain
Start rollback

Stop
update

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Server
Server
Server

Resume
update

Sync

Get recent
updates
Set values
back

Witness Server
Update Log
Update Log
Update Log
Flush

Healthy Parameter Store

5.3.1

Monitoring model healthiness

Ekko monitors model healthiness based on the following idea:
for a DLRS application, it creates baseline models for its
inference models. Baseline models process a small amount
of user traffic (usually < 1%). They are different from the
online inference models because they carry delayed states. In
other words, they are trained with previous training samples,
usually several minutes earlier than the samples training the
current inference model.
Ekko measures model healthiness based on metrics collected from inference servers and clients (e.g. user devices).
To compute these metrics, Ekko defines a custom watermark
and trigger [3]. Its state manager emits anomaly detection
events only if confident (i.e. observing monitoring data for
an extended period). Note that Ekko is not constrained to use
specific anomaly detection algorithms. It supports custom
anomaly detection algorithms, such as those often used with
time-series data [61].
We model the transition of model states (i.e. healthy
or not) as a replicated state machine [63], implemented
within the model state manager. This manager evaluates and
records model healthiness at a timestamp t by inspecting the
healthiness-related metrics and the model update latency. The
timestamp t monotonically increases. The manager makes
judgements if the model state is healthy, corrupted or uncertain. When the manager is confident that changes have occurred in the model state (i.e. healthy or corrupted), it records
this information in its replicated state. If the model state has
corrupted, the manager re-directs client requests to alternative
inference models (still healthy) and then launches a model
state rollback.
5.3.2

Low-latency model state rollback

Ekko uses witness servers to roll back corrupted model states
at low latency. The witness servers join replica synchronisation but they do not participate in model training. Unlike
parameter servers, the witness servers (i) do not immediately
flush updated parameters into parameter stores and (ii) do not
run priority scheduling in synchronisation. More specifically,
Ekko inserts the parameter updates that are not flushed yet
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Figure 5: Inference model state manager.

into the logs. The logs are attached with the physical timestamp of synchronisation (denoted as t). If there are multiple
synchronisation operations in a small time window, Ekko
merges their logs to save space.
The model state manager controls witness servers to launch
state rollbacks. Suppose a model state is regarded as thealthy
at the time t. In that case, witness servers find a timestamp
tmax that meets two conditions: (i) it is ≤ thealthy and (ii) it is
not within any time interval where corrupted states have occurred. The witness servers then flush the logs which have the
timestamps ≤ tmax . The model state manager records this tmax ,
and tmax will be later used in witness servers for recovering a
healthy model state. Following this way, we can ensure the
parameter store storehealthy always keep healthy model states
on witness servers.
Rollback process. Figure 5 illustrates the process of rolling
back a model state. Suppose a model is found to be corrupted.
The model state manager first informs parameter servers to
stop accepting training requests of this model ( 1 ). It then
instructs parameter servers to stop priority-based synchronisation, clears their storesigni f icant , and resets T SVV = SVV .
The manager then waits for the model shards on parameter
servers and witness servers to converge. Later, the manager
selects witness servers to initiate the state rollback ( 2 ). We
need to ensure recovered model shards can be used together.
Hence, the manager selects shards from the storehealthy on
witness servers only if tmax of these shards are in a small time
window.
A key design is that the witness servers will compare
storehealthy and its current state to find a state difference ( 3 ).
This difference is often small because of the locality in updated parameters. We thus only write the difference into the
parameter servers to recover a state. We need to ensure the
write operations can succeed. Hence, the written parameters are assigned with parameter versions that are larger than
those currently on parameter servers ( 4 ). After that, the man-
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ager waits for the model shards to converge on parameter
servers and witness servers. Finally, Ekko will recover a small
amount of traffic on the recovered model. When this model’s
healthiness metrics go back to normal, the manager informs
parameter servers to resume accepting requests ( 5 ).
Note that if a witness server fails, its non-flushed update
logs are discarded. This helps Ekko prevent potentially corrupted updates from being flushed. If a parameter server or
a witness server fails (or re-joins the cluster), the rollback
process will be re-executed.
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Figure 6: Average model update latency.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the following aspects of Ekko
through test-bed and in-production experiments: (i) The update latency of Ekko and its scalability with the number of
data centres (§6.1.1); (ii) The update latency of Ekko in a
heterogeneous-WAN (§6.1.1); (iii) The performance breakdown of optimisations implemented in Ekko (§6.1.2); (iv) The
real-world latency and availability of Ekko in a large-scale production DLRS (§6.2.1); (v) The benefits of low-latency model
updates in online services (§6.2.1); (vi) The effectiveness of
using model update schedulers with a busy network (§6.2.2);
and (vii) The latency of rolling back a model upon model
corruption (§6.2.2).
Unless otherwise specified, the update latency is the maximum time difference between the time an update commits
and the time this update becomes visible [68] in all replicas
(failure-free scenarios). In all experiments, we measure the
update latency and report its average across all updates.

6.1

Test-bed experiments

We conduct test-bed experiments in a 30-server cluster. Each
server has a 24-core CPU, 64 GB RAM and a 5 Gbps network
link. We group every three servers as a DC to emulate a
multi-DC scenario, forming up to 10 DCs. We choose one of
the DCs as the training-oriented DC, which receives model
updates from a server (which acts as a DLRS client). We let
other DCs be inference-oriented and connect them with the
training-oriented DC. The inter-DC bandwidth is 4,800 Mbps
(unless otherwise specified), emulating a WAN.
Our test-bed experiments comprise two workloads. The
first workload trains a large ranking model typically used in
our production environments. In this workload, we choose the
shard size as 0.4 MB. The second workload trains the Wide &
Deep model [10] using the Criteo Terabyte Click Logs [17]
sorted chronologically. We initialise embedding tables using
21-day data logs. To ensure experiments are reproducible,
we record model update traces and replay them during the
experiments.
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6.1.1

Update latency

We evaluate Ekko’s update latency in a homogeneous WAN
and a heterogeneous WAN. Both of these WANs are common
in the real world. The first baseline is Adam [11] which is
often used in parameter servers to synchronise model updates
using the two-phase commit protocol. Our Adam implementation removes the waiting time between update broadcasts,
thus improving network utilisation. The second baseline is
Checkpoint-Broadcast which is the de-facto approach that
applies model updates in DLRSs [1, 21]. We omit the experiments with general key-value stores, e.g. PaxosStore [73] and
TiKV [29], which provide linearisability in writing operations.
Our early adoption results show that these key-value stores
achieve low writing throughput, orders of magnitude lower
than what a production DLRS requires.
To make a fair comparison, Ekko and baselines all
use DRAM for storage [57] and adopt the same primaryassignment and load-balancing schemes. We further ensure
their dissemination are all network-bound and use the same
numbers of shards.
Homogeneous WAN results. We first compare Ekko against
Adam in the homogeneous WAN. We measure their latency
with 1 DC (3 replicas), 5 DCs (15 replicas), and 10 DCs (30
replicas), respectively. Figures 6a and 6b show the results. As
we can see, Ekko achieves significantly lower latency than
Adam in both the production and Criteo workloads. More
specifically, with the 10 DCs that run the production workload, Ekko achieves a 2.6-second latency, 7× lower than the
18.8-second latency achieved by Adam. We also observe that
the performance gap between Ekko and Adam increases with
more DCs. The reason is that Ekko has a scalable P2P synchronisation architecture. It also optimises its dissemination
topology for a WAN. In contrast, Adam relies on the primary
replica to send updates, constraining itself with the limited
bandwidth available in the training DC.
We also compare Ekko against Checkpoint-Broadcast. According to our experimental results, Checkpoint-Broadcast
takes more than 7 seconds to synchronise 4 GB of parameters in the WAN. The total parameters are 113 GB. With
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6.1.2

Performance breakdown

We want to know the effectiveness of individual components in Ekko’s synchronisation. We thus conduct a performance breakdown analysis for the production workload with
10 DCs. We first configure Ekko to only use shard knowledge (see §4.3) in synchronisation. This configuration is the
baseline in this experiment, and it is equivalent to the Version Vector (VV) [50, 51] which is the state-of-the-art of P2P
synchronisation.
Figure 8 shows the results. With only VV, Ekko needs 76.3
seconds to synchronise all parameters. After enabling update

832
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Figure 7: Update latency in a heterogeneous WAN.
10 DCs, the training DC needs to send 113 × 9 = 1, 017 GB
parameters to all other inference DCs. The training DC thus
has to spend more than 29 minutes finishing the parameter
broadcast (since the WAN has a 4,800 Mbps network link).
This broadcast latency is orders of magnitude longer than the
second-level latency (e.g. 2.6 seconds) achieved by Ekko.
Heterogeneous WAN results. We then evaluate Ekko and
baselines in the heterogeneous WAN. In this WAN, we set
inter-DC bandwidth to 256 Mbps by default. To introduce
heterogeneity, we choose one link in between the training DC
and another inference DC, and we set this link to 128 Mbps.
The experiments run with 3 replicas per DC, for a total of
10 DCs. As shown in Figures 7a and 7b, Ekko is effective
in mitigating slow heterogeneous links in both production
and Criteo workloads. It allows replicas to synchronise at
independent rates, preserving second-level synchronisation
latency. Such low-latency performance shows the effectiveness of Ekko’s log-less P2P synchronisation in alleviating the
adverse effects of having heterogeneous network paths. On
the contrary, Adam suffers from the slow paths in the WAN.
As a result, it spends more than 150 seconds synchronising
replicas in the production workload and 100 seconds in the
Criteo workload.
Apart from Adam, we also considered other log-based synchronisation approaches, e.g. Multi-Paxos [9]. We could let
these approaches aggregate updates (which arrive in a time
interval) into a log entry to save bandwidth in using a WAN.
These approaches, however, still suffer from the existence
of heterogeneous links. This is because they choose the aggregation interval based on the slowest links in the network,
under-utilising many other links.
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Figure 8: Performance breakdown.
caches (§4.4.1), Ekko reduces the latency to 27.4 seconds
(i.e. 2.8× speed-up). Diving into the update caches traces, we
find out the caches achieve a 100% hit ratio in our production
workload. Note that the total memories of a replica on our testbed servers are smaller (i.e. 10×) than those on our production
servers, which means there are fewer parameters in a shard
than in practical scenarios. With more parameters in a shard,
VV will spend more time on synchronisation, while update
caches can keep latency low.
Figure 8 also shows the effects of shard versions (§4.4.2).
By further enabling shard versions, Ekko reduces the latency
from 27.4 seconds to 6.0 seconds (i.e. 4.6× speed-up). This
shows the effects of skipping non-updated shards to reduce
network consumption incurred by synchronisation.
Finally, after enabling WAN optimisations (§4.5), Ekko
further reduces the latency from 6.0 seconds to 2.6 seconds
(i.e. 2.3× speed-up). This shows that P2P synchronisation
must account for the bandwidth available on each link in
a WAN. Otherwise, P2P synchronisation cannot deliver its
full promise. In summary, enabling all components in Ekko
leads to a total of 29.3× (i.e. 2.6 seconds vs. 76.3 seconds)
speed-up in P2P synchronisation.

6.2

Production cluster experiments

We have deployed Ekko into production for over one year.
The production environment comprises 4,600 servers spread
across 6 geo-distributed DCs. By 2022, we have used Ekko to
support a wide range of recommendation services, including
short video recommendations, searching and advertisement.
More than one billion users are using these services daily. In
this section, we report Ekko’s performance in this production
environment.
6.2.1

Model updates

We collect traces from the production environment to analyse Ekko’s performance in updating models. The production
environment has hundreds of DLRS models (40 TB parameters or 250 billion key-value pairs in total). Each parameter
shard ranges from 0.1 MB to 20 MB depending on model size.
Ekko can execute 1 billion updates per second (i.e. 212 GB/s).
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Regarding latency performance, Ekko spends 2.4 seconds
synchronising the parameters in all DCs and 0.7 seconds in
the training DC only. The synchronisation traffic accounts for
only 3.0% of the total network traffic, reflecting the effectiveness of Ekko used as a background synchronisation service
on parameter servers. Ekko’s low-latency, high-throughput
performance does not compromise system availability. Since
its deployment, Ekko has achieved >99.999% availability for
parameter reading and writing operations.
Update cache analysis. We are particularly interested in the
performance of the update caches with various real-world
recommendation services. Our traces show that: the update
cache only needs to keep 0.13%-0.2% parameters in caches,
and they can already achieve >99.4% hit ratios. These performance results verify that the update locality widely exists. In
fact, our production recommendation services update 3.08%
of the parameters per hour on average.
We choose an update-intensive DLRS model to demystify
the update locality in the worse case. Figure 9 shows the
proportions of updated parameters in a 480-minute window.
This time window covers the busiest time of our production
DLRSs in a day. We report the proportions with different time
intervals. In a 10-minute interval, only 4.3% of parameters are
updated, and this proportion is stable in the 480-minute time
window. In a 60-minute interval, we observe a similar pattern,
and the proportion only slightly increases to around 10%. In
practice, many other models have fewer update workloads,
and their proportions of updated parameters are lower than
this model.
Benefits of low-latency model updates. We want to know
if the low-latency model updates can actually improve the
quality of recommendation services. To this end, we conduct a 15-day online A/B test [64] in a short video recommender service [65]. This service comprises a multi-stage
pipeline [10, 15]. We conduct the experiment only in the ranking stage. We fork the ranking model: one as the experimental
group and the other as the control group. Each group receives
1% of the total traffic for training and inference. We delay
the data (i.e. event logs) used to train the model in the control group by 20 minutes through caching real-time logs in a
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distributed file system.
Our A/B-test results show that: compared to the control
group, the experimental group exhibits a 3.82% increase in
the proportion of fresh videos (posted within one hour) among
all recommended videos. This means that the system recommends more fresh videos to users in the experimental group.
Moreover, the experimental group exhibits a 1.30% decrease in the proportion of users swiping through the video
list as well as a 1.68% increase in the total time of browsing videos. These mean that users in the experimental group
spend more time watching videos and are more interested in
the recommended videos.
Finally, the experimental group exhibits a 2.17% increase in
the percentage of users who clicked on comments. This means
that user interaction in the experimental group increases. It
is worth noting that the improvements in the range of 1%3% are regarded as significant in a real-world multi-stage
DLRS [10, 21, 71]. In fact, since enabling low-latency model
updates in more stages in DLRSs, we have observed more
significant improvements in recommendation quality.
6.2.2

SLO protection mechanisms

We also run A/B tests to evaluate the effectiveness of Ekko’s
SLO protection mechanisms.
SLO-aware model update scheduler. We fork the ranking
model into an experimental group (where priority schedulers
are enabled) and a control group. Each group has 1% of
the training and inference traffic, and they are deployed into
dedicated servers to avoid traffic interference. We monitor
metrics that reflect freshness SLOs: the count of fresh videos
(i.e. posted in the last one hour) in recommendation results.
To emulate network congestion, we reduce the bandwidth
available for model updates by 92%. The model update scheduler (i) uses the default priority computation rule (defined in
§5.2.1) and (ii) sets the percentile priority k to 99 (k is defined
in §5.2.2).
The A/B-test results show that, in the experimental group,
Ekko reduces synchronisation traffic by 92% and keeps the
latency of updating significant updates low. In contrast, the
control group cannot distinguish model updates when sending
them over a busy network. As a result, the control group delays SLO-critical updates, and it suffers from a 2.32% drop in
its SLO metric. Such a drop is significant in practice because
this SLO metric is a key factor that decides the profit of a
DLRS.
Online model state rollback. We evaluate the latency of
rolling back a model state online. We compare Ekko with the
checkpoint-recovery approach. To make a fair comparison,
we let the rollback latency exclude (i) the time of collecting
SLO metrics in Ekko and (ii) the time of waiting for diverged
parameters to converge. We deploy 5 witness servers. For
each witness server, we allocate 113 GB parameters and 800
Mbps network bandwidth.
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Figure 10: Model state rollback time.

During the experiment, we notify Ekko’s model state manager to roll back the state of a DLRS model to a version that is
1 minute earlier. The manager then notifies all witness servers
to identify the parameters updated in the last 1 minute. The
witness servers thus only reload the difference between the
current state and the earlier state. Hence, the entire rollback
operation takes only 6.4 seconds to complete. In contrast,
the checkpoint-recovery approach is agnostic to the recent
updates to the model state. As a result, it has to reload the
entire state, taking 1,157 seconds to complete (180× slower
than Ekko).

SLO-aware scheduling in ML systems. Being aware of
SLOs in scheduling has been explored in prior ML systems.
Model serving systems often treat inference latency as the
primary SLO to guide the scheduling of inference-related
computation tasks [16, 25, 70]. Model training systems, e.g.
Pollux [59] and KungFu [48], use ML-specific SLOs, e.g.
training goodput and gradient statistics, to decide how to
schedule training workers. Compared to these systems, Ekko
sheds light on freshness and quality SLOs. It enables the use
of these SLOs in scheduling model updates.

8

Conclusion

This paper proposes Ekko, a novel DLRS that enables massive
model parameters to be updated at the second-level latency.
Ekko has an efficient P2P model update algorithm which can
coordinate billions of model updates to be efficiently disseminated to replicas in geo-distributed data centres. It further has
SLO protection mechanisms that protect model states from
being affected by network congestion and detrimental model
updates online. Experimental results show that Ekko is orders
of magnitudes faster than state-of-the-art DLRSs, indicating
the effectiveness of its novel designs.

Acknowledgements
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Related Work

Data replication systems. The parameter synchronisation
problem explored in Ekko is related to prior work on data
replication. Existing data replication systems often explore
how to leverage the characteristics of applications to improve
their latency performance in replicating data [13, 40, 45, 53].
For example, Egalitarian Paxos [53] exploits the low interference rate of state machine commands, Gemini [40]
leverages mixed consistency operations, and COPS [45] and
PNUTS [13] exploit the tolerance of relaxed consistency in
Internet services. Unlike these systems, Ekko leverages the
DLRS-specific model update locality and the eventual consistency model to speed up the synchronisation of model
parameters (instead of generic data), making Ekko unique in
the design space.
Bandwidth saving techniques in ML systems. The problem of prioritising model updates relates to bandwidth saving
techniques in distributed ML systems. Such techniques often
involve gradient compression [4, 6, 28, 44] which prioritises
large gradients in a busy network, with an anticipation that
these large gradients have significant impacts on the final
accuracy of a trained model. Unlike these techniques, Ekko
targets model inference scenarios where people care about
numerous inference SLO metrics instead of the model’s accuracy only. Hence, Ekko does not rely on gradient magnitude
solely. It further considers model freshness and priority in
scheduling model updates.
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